Frequency-dependent properties of inhibitory synapses in the rostral nucleus of the solitary tract.
To explore the parameters that define the characteristics of either inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) or currents (IPSC) in the gustatory nucleus of the solitary tract (rNST), whole cell patch-clamp recordings were made in horizontal brain stem slices of newborn rats. Neurons were labeled with biocytin to confirm both their location and morphology. IPSPs or IPSCs were evoked by delivering either single, paired-pulse, or tetanic stimulus shocks (0.1-ms duration) via a bipolar stimulating electrode placed on the rNST. Pure IPSP/IPSCs were isolated by the use of glutamate receptor antagonists. For 83% of the single-stimulus-evoked IPSCs, the decay time course was fitted with two exponentials having average time constants of 38 and 181 ms, respectively, while the remainder could be fitted with one exponential of 59 ms. Paired-pulse stimulation resulted in summation of the amplitude of the conditioning and test-stimulus-evoked IPSCs. The decay time course of the test-stimulus-evoked IPSC was slower when compared to the decay time of the conditioning stimulus IPSC. Repeated stimulation resulted in an increase in the decay time of the IPSP/Cs where each consecutive stimulus contributed to prolongation of the decay time constant. Most of the IPSP/Cs resulting from a 1-s >/= 30-Hz tetanic stimulus exhibited an S-shaped decay time course where the amplitude of the IPSP/Cs after termination of the stimulus was initially sustained before starting to decay back to the resting membrane potential. Elevation of extracellular Ca(2+) concentration 10 mM resulted in an increase in the amplitude and decay time of single-stimulus shock-evoked IPSP/Cs. The benzodiazepine GABA(A) receptor modulator diazepam increased the decay time of single-stimulus shock-evoked IPSCs. However, application of diazepam did not affect the decay time of tetanic-stimulation-evoked IPSP/Cs. These results suggest that the decay time of single-stimulus-evoked IPSCs is defined either by receptor kinetics or neurotransmitter clearance from the synaptic cleft or both, while the decay time course of the tetanic stimulus evoked IPSP/Cs is defined by neurotransmitter diffusion from the synaptic cleft. During repetitive stimulation, neurotransmitter accumulates in the synaptic cleft prolonging the decay time constant of the IPSCs. High-frequency stimulation elevates the GABA concentration in the synaptic cleft, which then oversaturates the postsynaptic receptors, and, as a consequence, after termination of the tetanic stimulus, the amplitude of IPSP/Cs is sustained resulting in an S shaped decay time course. This activity-dependent plasticity at GABAergic synapses in the rNST is potentially important in the encoding of taste responses because the dynamic range of stimulus frequencies that result in synaptic plasticity (0-70 Hz) corresponds to the breadth of frequencies that travels via afferent gustatory nerve fibers in response to taste stimuli.